Abstract-Genetic and simplex-downhill (SD) algorithms were used for the optimization of the electron-beam lithography (EBL) step in the fabrication of microwave electronic circuits. The definition of submicrometer structures involves complex exposure patterns that are cumbersome to determine experimentally and very difficult to optimize with linear search algorithms due to the high dimensionality of the search space. A SD algorithm was first used to solve the optimization problem. The large number of parameters and the complex topology of the search space proved too difficult for this algorithm, which could not yield satisfactory patterns. A hybrid approach using genetic algorithms (GAs) for global search, and a SD algorithm for further local optimization, was unable to drastically improve the structures optimized with GAs alone. A carefully studied fitness function was used. It contains mechanisms for reduced dependence on process tolerances. Several methods were studied for the selection, crossover, mutation, and reinsertion operators. The GA was used to predict scanning patterns for 100-nm T-gates and gate profiles with asymmetric recess and the structures were fabricated successfully. The simulation and optimization tool can help shorten response times to alterations of the EBL process by suppressing time-consuming experimental trial-and-error steps.
Due to the excellent transport properties of InGaAs channels, InP-based HEMTs have been the devices of choice to design circuits for high-frequency analog applications. During the past few years, the InP-HEMT technology has seen a further trend towards ever higher frequencies up to 200 GHz [3] , [4] for space-and earth-based communication and radio-astronomy systems. A dramatic reduction of the gate length was one of the key factors for these achievements [5] , [6] . Fig. 1 shows a schematic cross-section of a typical HEMT. The gate has a T-shaped profile that reduces the gate resistance thanks to its increased cross-sectional area.
Many analog circuits for high-frequency applications require power amplifiers [7] . Unfortunately, InP-HEMTs suffer from a low breakdown voltage [8] that reduces voltage swing and power output. The low breakdown voltage relates to impact ionization, which causes avalanche multiplication of electrons and possibly device damage [9] , [10] . Impact ionization takes place when a high electric field arises in the electrons' conduction path. A possible remedy was advanced by Grundbacher et al. [11] with the fabrication of an asymmetric recess of the highly doped cap layer to spread the voltage drop over a greater distance and thus reduce the peak electric field on the drain side 1089-778X/03 17.00 © 2003 IEEE (large recess), while retaining the low source resistance (narrow recess) for high-frequency operation (see Fig. 1 ).
Reduction of the T-gate foot length and fabrication of an asymmetric gate recess with EBL involve highly complex exposure patterns that are difficult and time-consuming to determine experimentally. The conjunction of forward-scattered electrons-i.e., beam broadening in the resist layers-and backscattered electrons from the substrate is responsible for distributed proximity effects that result in the exposure of areas neighboring an exposed region. Many research groups have understood the necessity to own a tool that takes into account the proximity effects and that accurately models the resist development as a function of the electron dose (forward problem). Several approaches were studied that compute the propagation of a developing front in the resist as a function of time [12] , [13] . The most popular method in two dimensions is the string model [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which is easy to implement for the computation of resist profile cross-sections. The string model does not describe the molecular interactions of the electron beam with the polymer chains. Instead, it makes use of the macroscopic solubility rate of the resists.
The fabrication of structures with EBL consists of multiple successive steps that render the optimization of these structures time consuming. An EBL simulation tool can, therefore, be useful because it can significantly reduce the number of incremental process steps necessary to design new structures. The forward solver-that models the resist development as a function of the electron dose-can assist the EBL fabrication step. Much more powerful would be the inverse solver-that optimizes an electron dose that yields the targeted structure. The inverse problem is, however, much more challenging to solve, and no deterministic solution exists that gives the electron-dose distribution as a function of a geometrical description of the structure to fabricate. Therefore, search algorithms must be used. In the case of simple structures with few independent parameters, linear search algorithms can be employed. However, as these structures grow more complicated, so does the number of independent parameters and the complexity of the search-space topology. For these complex structures, heuristic methods that explore the complex search landscape efficiently must be resorted to. Therefore, the modeling of the EBL step coupled with a powerful search algorithm that is able to find good global solutions in very complex search spaces is the right tool envisioned to cut down the number of process steps. It is important to highlight that this supposes an accurate description of the physical mechanisms (proximity effects and resist development) involved during the EBL step.
In this paper, an EBL simulation tool that solves the inverse problem is presented. The most suitable field of application for this tool is when little a priori knowledge of appropriate exposure patterns is available. The study presented in this paper was aimed at devising a simulation software to assist in the technological work. It does not pretend to be an investigation about optimization algorithms, but a novel application of these algorithms in the field of EBL. Therefore, during the development of the software, the influence of some optimization parameters was investigated that are relevant for the application. Several schemes based on simplex-downhill (SD), genetic, and hybrid algorithms were considered. In the light of the comparison of simulated and fabricated structures, some conclusions on the advantages and limitations of the method could be drawn.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The EBL technology and the string-model based simulation are presented in Section II. The optimization problem and the critical choices made in terms of the structure quality rating are described in Section III. In the following sections, several search algorithms are discussed: the SD algorithm is discussed in Section IV. The genetic algorithm (GA) and some evolution operators are studied in Section V. The hybrid use of genetic and SD algorithms is described in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, the optimization and fabrication of new resist profiles relevant for this work are discussed.
II. EBL TECHNOLOGY AND SIMULATION

A. Technology
In EBL, an electron beam scans the surface of a stack of resist layers sensitive to electron irradiation. The electron-beam diameter lies in the 5-10-nm range, which allows the fabrication of very small structures in the resist. In Fig. 2 , the EBL exposure of a T-shaped structure is shown schematically. It should be noted, however, that the resolution is limited by the interaction of the electrons with the materials. Indeed, during the electron-beam propagation in the resist and semiconducting layers, the electrons lose energy and change direction during elastic and inelastic collisions with the atoms. These collisions in the resist cause a broadening of the incident beam (forward scattering) and an additional exposure of the resist layers from below by the backscattered electrons. The resist layers are composed of chains of polymers of a certain length that are fractured into smaller chains by the irradiation and therefore made soluble for the subsequent, solvent-based, development step. For instance, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) polymers with different molecular masses and irradiation sensitivities can be employed. Sensitive resists with small molecular masses are soluble already for low electron-irradiation doses.
The electron beam scans the surface of the resist in the plane and the areas to be exposed are defined by the scanned pattern. The exposure time of a single pixel is called dwell time. Thereafter, a development step is performed, which dissolves the exposed regions. The local dissolution rate is a function of the resist sensitivity and of the electron dose (i.e., of the dwell time). The development shapes the resist into a three-dimensional (3-D) image of the scanned pattern. The cross section of this image in the plane is called resist profile. Once the resist is developed and the desired profile is obtained, the final structure is fabricated by evaporating a metal layer, and/or etching the substrate. Figs. 2 and 3 make clear how this is performed for T-gates: after development of the resist, metal is evaporated on the sample (20-nm Titanium and 250-nm Gold). These metal layers cover the chip entirely and also fill the openings in the resist. During the subsequent liftoff process step, the metal deposited on the resist is then removed, whereas the metal filling the holes remains. The liftoff is facilitated by the overhanging walls, which avoid tearing off the metallic structures (see Fig. 3 ). 1 One of the objectives is the fabrication of T-gates with an asymmetric recess for enhanced breakdown voltage. Fig. 3 shows the formation of such a recess: resists with different sensitivities are deposited on the chip and by using an asymmetric electron-dose distribution, it is possible to create a large undercut on the drain side for the subsequent wet-chemical etch of the underlying cap layer.
B. EBL Simulation: Forward Solver
For a given scanned pattern, the resist profiles should be computed accurately by carefully simulating the physics involved in 1 The EBL system is a Raith150 system from Raith GmbH, Germany. For additional details on EBL and the technology, see [19] and [20] .
the EBL process. The simulator is based on the string model [15] .
For the structures studied in this work, the scanning patterns can be considered as being invariant in the direction. The full 3-D problem can therefore be simplified to a two-dimensional (2-D) problem in the plane. Indeed, for T-gates the ratio of the width in the direction to the head transversal width typically lies between 50 and 150. The computation starts with the definition of the scanned pattern along the direction, which consists in the exposure of a line of points (the exposure is performed in a discrete fashion). As already mentioned, the major physical process to be accounted for during the exposure is the proximity effect. As a first approximation, the proximity effect is modeled as the superposition of two Gaussian distributions with full-width at half maximum (FWHM) nm and m for incident and backscattered electrons, respectively (1) where is the efficiency of the backscattered electrons, is the step size, and is the dwell time of the th point. With (1), the electron dose for a given exposure pattern along the axis can be computed. Although and can be determined using Monte-Carlo simulations [21] , an experimental approach is preferred [19] .
The resist development in the plane is then calculated by first initializing a chain of nodes representing the development front at the surface of the resist stack for the time . Each node of the development front propagates perpendicularly to the front with a speed proportional to the local solubility of each resist. The solubility curves versus electron dose for various resists and developers are determined experimentally and are shown in Fig. 4 . The experimental curves are analytically fitted with a fifth-order polynomial. The PMMA and poly(dimethylglutarimide) (PMGI) resist families were characterized. Each group of resist is developed by an associated solvent-methylisobutylketone : isopropanol 1 : 3 (MIBK : IPA) and tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAH) (see Fig. 4 ) for PMMA and PMGI, respectively-and has a very low solubility in the other one. The resist selectivity obtained with both developers is better than 100 : 1. Thus, the use of a stack containing resists from both families necessitates several development steps but offers an additional level of flexibility in the vertical design of resist profiles.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In the previous section, the EBL simulation was discussed. The developed tool takes into account proximity effects for solving the forward problem, i.e., computing the resist profile for a given scanned pattern. As already mentioned, the inverse problem is much more challenging. It consists in determining the adequate scanned pattern to fabricate a given target profile.
As no deterministic solution is available, heuristic optimization tools must be used. In this section, the optimization problem and the quality assessment of the proposed solutions will be discussed.
The search algorithms used in the next sections have several common features: 1) The search starts with an initial set of scanned patterns; 2) new scanned patterns are generated by means of transformations/combinations specific to each algorithm; and 3) for each new scanned pattern, the associated resist profile is computed with the core simulator presented the previous section, and is compared to the target profile.
A. Scanned-Pattern Coding
The coding of the scanned patterns strongly influences the optimization algorithm and should therefore be considered with care. It should include as much physical information as possible related to the EBL system and the device fabrication process, such as dwell-time range and distance between two consecutively exposed points. For the 2-D resist-development computation presented in Section II, points are exposed along the direction, with a constant pitch (step size) between points, as shown in Fig. 5 . The choice of the parameters is therefore unequivocal and consists in a real string of dwell times, , where is the number of positions exposed along the axis. The dwell times can be varied stepwise from to with 0.1 s steps. The number of parameters depends on the step size and the width of the structure and can be as large as 100 for a 1.5-m-wide structure. Regarding the step size, it should be noted that: 1) it must be smaller than for some overlap of the Gaussian functions of the incident electrons and 2) technology-related constraints impose that the step size be a multiple of 8 nm. To fulfill these two conditions, a step size of 16 nm was adopted.
B. Fitness Function
To compute the fitness of each scanned pattern, i.e., of each dwell-time distribution , a target resist profile representing the profile to be ideally obtained is first input by means of a graphical user interface. Then, the target profile is compared to the calculated profile associated with . Therefore, a natural definition for the fitness should be related to the area enclosed between the two chains representing both profiles. However, the evaluation of this area is quite computationally intensive. It was thus decided to resort to the computation of the square of the Euclidian distance between both profiles to evaluate the quality of each scanned pattern with dwell-time vector (2) where ( , ) are the coordinates of the nodes along the chain of the target profile, ( , ) are the coordinates of the nodes along the chain of the computed profile for the scanned pattern , is the weighting factor of node , and is the number of nodes along both chains. As the target and computed profiles generally have a different number of nodes, the chains are resampled to nodes before the evaluation of . Care is taken in the choice of to ensure that the distance between two nodes of the resampled chain is of the order of the physical length of the problem. This length is related to the accuracy of the simulation of resist development and is estimated to be 10 nm for PMMA and PMGI. Thus, the spacing between two consecutive nodes along the chain during the computation of the Euclidian distance should be ca. 5-10 nm. In case this condition were not fulfilled, the evaluation of the Euclidian distance would yield inconsistent values for very small unevennesses in the resist profile. However, additional studies showed that the Euclidian distance is well behaved for bumps and dips as shallow as 3 nm.
As given by (2), a weighting factor is assigned to each node along the resist-profile string. This weighting is necessary because of the resist-profile chain resampling: without weighting factor, short sections that might be of prime importance for the final resist profile (such as the gate foot in Fig. 6 ) would contribute only little to the Euclidian-distance calculation. Furthermore, the strict evaluation of has a drawback: individuals with computed resist profiles that show only a shift in with respect to the target profile but are otherwise similar to it, are associated with a high Euclidian distance. Thus, according to (2) , these scanned patterns would be of poor quality. Therefore, to broaden the solution space, the target profile is shifted stepwise towards negative and positive and the Euclidian distance is computed for each shift. For the example shown in Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the target is initially centered on the origin (thick solid line) and then shifted, the Euclidian distance being evaluated for each shift. The final shift is the one for which the Euclidian distance is minimized (thick dashed line). In the set of scanned patterns, several winning schemes with different shifts can therefore co-exist and evolve in parallel, thus increasing the likelihood of finding a scanned pattern with a low Euclidian distance.
To reduce the dependence on process tolerances of the resist development step, it is important to "stabilize" the profile towards the end of the development. This ensures that the profile remains more or less unchanged in case the development time varies slightly or the resists are not well characterized in terms of solubility or layer thickness. This profile stabilization was achieved by computing twice at and s using the same target profile and then defining the final Euclidian distance as the geometrical average of the two values. Profiles that change strongly towards thus yield a large for at least one of the two evaluations. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the developing profile with time as well as the profile width calculated at three different heights versus time. From  Fig. 7(b) , it can be seen that the width of the gate footprint (critical width for the design, which is assigned a large weighting factor) is well stabilized at after 60 s of development (the lateral development rate of the gate footprint is lower than 2 nm/s). As for the gate head, an evolution of its width is still noticeable with a rate of approximately 5 nm/s, consistent with the lower weighting factor assigned to this part of the profile.
C. Problem Formulation in NLP Form
For the inverse optimization problem, the parameter set to optimize is given by the one-dimensional (1-D) scanned pattern description and the fitness function is defined by the comparison of the computed resist profile with the target one. The optimization goal consists in finding scanned patterns for which the associated cost function is minimized. In nonlinear programming form find to minimize subject to s 
IV. THE SIMPLEX-DOWNHILL ALGORITHM
It was seen in the previous sections that a parameter set (the dwell-times vector ) is to be optimized. The fitness function for this optimization is defined by the Euclidian distance between the computed resist profile associated to a scanned pattern and an target resist profile. To solve this optimization problem, a SD search algorithm was implemented [22] , [23] . Because no a priori information on the topology of the search landscape was known, the SD algorithm was chosen because of the high dimensionality of the search space. Indeed, compared to, e.g., Powell algorithms [23] , the SD algorithm should be less sensitive to the complexity of the search landscape because it is not necessary that a general direction point towards the global minimum. It should, therefore, be better suited for these kinds of problems.
The SD method is based on successive transformations of a simplex, i.e., a polyhedron with 1 vertices in the dimensions of the search space. These transformations (shown in Fig. 8 ) induce the simplex to make its own way downhill until it encounters a local minimum. Each vertex of the simplex is a scanned pattern and a fitness characteristic of its quality is computed. The fitness must decrease for increasingly good resist profiles and thus the vertex of the starting simplex in Fig. 8 is associated with the lowest Euclidian distance, i.e., for this problem, the best resist profile.
The initialization of the simplex is performed as follows: one vertex is first chosen randomly. Then an orthogonal base of unit vectors is created and new vertices are generated by adding the start vertex to the base (3) where is a scaling constant characteristic of the problem. It is chosen in the range and allows a variation of the search radius. After initializing the simplex, the associated Euclidian distance for each vertex is calculated and a series of transformations shown in Fig. 8 is performed. The transformations should allow the simplex to converge to the local minimum. The first transformation consists in a reflection of the vertex with the highest associated Euclidian distance ( ) through the opposite face. In case the Euclidian distance associated to the new vertex is lower than that of , a further expansion in the same direction is performed. Otherwise, a contraction towards the opposite face is performed. In case this last step does not decrease the associated Euclidian distance, a multiple contraction of all vertices towards is performed.
Physical constraints define strict boundaries in the search space and remedial actions must be taken in case these boundaries are crossed during the generation of the start simplex or the transformations. The approach is shown in Fig. 9 : when a boundary is crossed, the transformed vertex is stepped back towards its original position with little increments along the median joining that vertex and the opposite face until it lays in the allowed searchable space. It is important to notice that the technique adopted to solve boundary crossings keeps the general search direction defined by the transformations.
In order to evaluate the ability of the SD algorithm to find a good solution, optimizations were performed using simplex with a randomly defined . To allow for a judicious comparison with computations performed in later sections, an inverse scaling law is applied to the recorded Euclidian distances after the termination of the SD optimization. Fig. 10 shows the maximum fitness versus number of transformations for one SD optimization. The SD algorithm brings only a small improvement of the fitness and saturates very quickly. From Fig. 10 , the internal working of the SD is made clear: the simplex converges by successively shrinking its size towards and moving towards the local minimum. This stepwise evolution proceeds until no further improvement is possible. In Fig. 11 , the result of the optimization of a resist profile with the SD algorithm (gray patch) is shown. The poor quality of the SD-optimized solution and the quick saturation of the optimization exemplify the inability Fig. 10 . Maximum fitness evolution as a function of the number of transformations for the SD algorithm. was chosen randomly. The fitness was scaled with an inverse scaling law after the optimization for a judicious comparison with fitnesses computed in later sections. The evolution was run for up to 50 000 transformations. No improvement was observed. Fig. 11 . Optimized resist profiles with the SD algorithm (gray patch, 50 000 cycles). The evolution saturates already after 1000 cycles. The dashed line represents the target resist profile used for the fitness computation.
of the SD method to yield profiles with improved fitness and to satisfactorily optimize the scanned pattern.
V. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
In the previous section, a SD algorithm was used, unsuccessfully, to solve the optimization problem. As already stressed, this may be due, in this particular case, to the high dimensionality and the complex topology of the search space. In this section, the use of a steady-state breeder type GA is presented. This type of algorithm is known to be able to find good solutions to very complex problems of high dimensionality. The algorithm is sketched in Fig. 12 . After introducing a modification of the fitness function, the influence of several parameters and evolution operators on the quality of the solutions are investigated.
A. Fitness-Function Scaling Laws
The minimum Euclidian distance for a given scanned pattern and associated resist profile is first computed as in Section III-B. However, the GA operators for selection and reinsertion make For comparison purposes, the fitness making use of the exponential law was computed back to an inverse law after the evolution was stopped. Starting population is the same for both evolutions. Also shown is the fitness of each generated individual (dots) for the inverse law evolution.
use of a fitness landscape for which better individuals should have a higher fitness (see, e.g., roulette-wheel selection below). However, is a decreasing function of the quality of the individuals. Thus, two scaling laws were investigated that yield the desired fitness dependence. First, an inverse scaling law was used (4) and then an exponential law was studied (5) Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the evolution of the fitness for the optimization of a 100-nm T-gate with both laws. In order to judiciously compare the scaling laws, one single initial population of 100 individuals was first generated, which was then used for both evolutions. The starting population individuals' fitness was scaled with the appropriate law prior to the evolutions, which were then let running in parallel. After the computations were stopped, the fitness of all generated offspring for the exponential evolution was scaled back to the inverse law for comparison purposes. It can be seen that the best fitness reached after 100 000 cycles (two offspring per cycle) was roughly 30% higher for the inverse-law evolution than for the exponential-law evolution. Moreover, the population kept improving longer when the inverse law was used. This is shown by the fact that the number of generated offspring after which the maximum fitness reached 90% of its final value was 80 000 generations for the inverse law, whereas this saturation was already reached after 60 000 generations for the exponential law. This difference can be explained in terms of the derivative of the exponential scaling law converging asymptotically towards 1 for small Euclidian distances whereas the gradient tends towards for the inverse scaling law. Thus better individuals are differentiated more efficiently in the second case. It should also be noted that the population heterogeneity for the inverse scaling law is still large after 100 000 cycles as shown by the large fitness scattering for the newly generated individuals [24] .
B. Initial-Population Generation
The initial population for the GA optimization is created by generating vectors of random dwell times in the range. The dwell-time scattering is then reduced by subsequently having several consecutive points randomly forced at the same value. The resist profile and the associated fitness are computed for each individual. The GA has a constant population size of 100 individuals. This population size offers a good compromise between a smaller population which limits the number of initial competing schemes and a larger population (with more initial competing schemes) in which the initial winning schemes fade away in the surrounding noise. After the initial population generation, two individuals are selected from the population and placed in the mating pool for each cycle of the GA. The crossover and mutation operators are then applied and the offspring are reinserted immediately in the population.
C. Individuals Selection
Several selection operators were studied [25] , [26] . 1) Roulette-wheel (fitness-proportional) selection. It associates the selection probability proportionally to the fitness of each individual. No duplicates are allowed in the population to avoid artificially increase the selection probability of given individuals. 2) Rank-based selection. For the rank-based selection, is proportional to the rank of the individual in the population and is given by:
and (7) where is the size of the population, and are the selection probabilities for the worst and best individuals, respectively, and is the rank of individual in the fitness-sorted population. was chosen, which allows a good selectivity gradient:
higher selection probability for better individuals, not too low probability for individuals of lesser quality. 3) Tournament selection. For the tournament selection, individuals are selected randomly from the population and the best one is placed in the mating pool. The second individual placed in the mating pool is chosen in a similar way. A population of scanning patterns was optimized three times with the use of the three selection methods using the same starting population. No marked difference was noted in the evolution performance of the population and the quality of the final (best) individual. For further studies, the roulette-wheel selection operator was employed.
D. Crossover
The individuals placed in the mating pool are combined using a crossover operator that interchanges parts of the dwell-time vectors. A standard 2-point crossover as well as -point and shuffle crossover were tested. The 2-and -point crossover operators consist in cutting the real string of dwell times at 2 and locations, respectively (with ) and interchanging the string pieces between the two individuals. As the population evolution is based on the selection and combination of "winning" schemes in the dwell time distribution, these two operators maintain the spacial coherence of the combined individuals, i.e., the winning schemes are statistically transmitted unmodified to the offspring. This feature of the crossover operator is essential because-due to proximity effects-the local dose for a given position is the result of the superposition of a set of consecutive dwell times.
The shuffle crossover consists in randomly permuting the elements of the vectors of dwell times prior to crossover (the permutations are recorded for subsequent unshuffle), combining the two individuals and finally permuting back the generated offspring using the recorded permutations. Contrary to the previous two crossover operators, the shuffle crossover breaks apart the winning schemes and should thus hinder the evolution. This fact is in complete agreement with the observations: when the shuffle crossover is used, the algorithm is unable to make the population evolve significantly. The implementation of the shuffle crossover provides thus an indirect demonstration of the existence of the winning schemes.
E. Mutation and Population Rejuvenation
Two techniques were used to introduce new genetic information into the evolving population. First, a standard mutation operator was employed that gives a certain, low, probability of randomly changing the value of each bit of the real string . After crossover and mutation, an exclusion principle is applied by testing whether or not the generated offspring already exists in the population. In case this happens, another mutation is performed. The exclusion principle improves the population heterogeneity and makes the roulette-wheel selection operator more robust.
In addition to the mutation operator, a population rejuvenation operator was developed that replaces the 75% worst individuals of the population every 5000 cycles by newly generated random individuals. The rejuvenation operator thus acts similarly to an artificial, time-constrained large radiation that induces a large mutation rate in the population. This technique is somewhat freely derived from the concept of adaptive mutation rate for which the mutation probability is increased when the evolution slows down but it is much easier to implement. Fig. 14 shows a clear enhancement in the evolution when the rejuvenation operator is used, thanks to the contribution of the newly added schemes stemming from the 75% new random individuals.
F. Reinsertion
For the reinsertion of the computed offspring in the population, several schemes were also tested [26] . 1) Elite reinsertion: the two offspring are reinserted in the population and the worst two individuals are then removed. 2) Deterministic parents and population crowding methods. The two deterministic crowding methods consist in removing from the population the individual which is most similar to the offspring being reinserted. The similarity is defined in terms of genotype, i.e., dwell time coding. For all pairs of individuals being compared, the dissimilarity value is calculated as (8) The crowding methods are used in order to prevent that a large number of almost identical individuals are inserted in the population and thus to keep a higher schemes heterogeneity. The replacement is done only when the fitness of the offspring is larger than that of the most similar individual. For the parents crowding operator, the offspring replaces the most similar of its two parents. For the population crowding, the entire population is scanned for similarity schemes which makes this reinsertion operator more computationally intensive than the parents crowding operator. From the results of Fig. 14 showing a comparison between the various reinsertion operators, it can ;
. SD fitness was scaled with the inverse law after the evolution for comparison purposes.
be inferred that the elite reinsertion method is more effective in keeping the "winning" schemes from which the best fitness arises in the population. From a comparison between the parents-and population-crowding methods, it can be seen that the fitness increase is at first slower for the second method. It is, therefore, believed that the population-crowding method keeps the "losing" schemes longer, that were generated randomly for the starting population. On the other hand, the population heterogeneity remains higher in the population-crowding case, as can be seen from the saturation level of the fitness. For the rest of this work, the elite-reinsertion operator was used as it is easy to implement and less computationally intensive than the two deterministic crowding methods.
VI. A HYBRID APPROACH
In Section IV, it was unsuccessfully tried to solve the optimization problem with a SD algorithm (the failure is related to the complexity of the search space). In Section V, a GA was employed. This algorithm yielded very good optimized scanned patterns that were used to fabricate structures, as will be shown in Section VII. From the results of Section V, however, it can be seen that the genetic evolution first proceeds quickly but slows down when the number of competing schemes decreases. It might be expected that the SD algorithm, as a local optimization method with a small search radius starting from a pre-optimized solution, could boost the evolution in its last steps and therefore speed up the convergence towards the local minimum. (See also [27] for the hybrid use of genetic and SD algorithms to optimize Bragg gratings or [28] for its application to the modeling of metabolic systems.)
With the hybrid approach, a population of scanned patterns is first optimized with the GA. After generations, the GA is stopped and the optimization proceeds further with the SD algorithm. The best individual of the optimized GA-population is chosen as to initialize the simplex. In order to evaluate the ability of the SD algorithm to converge faster to the local minimum, optimizations were performed with various . Fig. 15 shows the maximum fitness versus number of offspring for a GA evolution and three SD optimizations with the best individual of the GA population after 20 000, 30 000, and 40 000 generations used for . The SD brings only a very minor improvement to the fitness and saturates very quickly in all cases. It is trapped in a local optimum of the very complex fitness landscape. Two conclusions can be drawn from the observations: 1) the GA is able to reach a local minimum efficiently by itself and 2) once the local optimum was reached, the GA has the ability to jump to another local optimum. It is interesting to note that similar observations were made in [27] , whereas the hybrid approach was successful in [28] . The key to an efficient optimization in the very complex landscape associated with this problem is, therefore, not so much the ability of the algorithm to converge rapidly to the local optimum but rather its capacity to jump to a better one. In this context, the hybrid approach is not needed.
VII. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
In the previous sections, the detailed working schemes of the genetic and SD algorithms were shown. Using the concepts presented in the preceding sections, a FORTRAN 95-based core as well as a user-friendly graphical interface for structure and parameters input and data visualization and analysis were developed. 2 The computation time for one generation (two individuals) is dominated largely by the resist-profile calculation and depends strongly on the number of variables and developers (single or multiple developments). This computation time can range from 800 ms up to 2 s on a machine with a 500-MHz CPU and thus the computation of 100 000 generations lasts 20-60 h. The optimized dwell-time distributions were used to fabricate resist profiles to test the validity of the method. Fig. 16 shows the GUI window for the input of the target resist profile. The user can effectively define complicated structures with this module. Windows for physical and GA-related parameters input are also available. A list of these parameters can be found in Tables I and II , respectively. Fig. 17(a) shows the computed resist profile of the best individual of the population after the optimization of 100-nm-footprint T-gates. The fabricated resist profile (60-s development TABLE I  PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE RESIST PROFILES   TABLE II  GA-RELATED PARAMETERS in MIBK : IPA) and the metallized T-gate after liftoff are also shown. From a closer inspection of Fig. 17 , it can be seen that the fabrication of the 100-nm T-gates using the optimized scanning pattern yields very well-defined structures.
A. T-Gates With 100-nm Footprint
Of interest is the verticality of the footprint flanks which ensure a good definition of the gate length. Whereas the simulation yields a gate head with vertical flanks, the fabricated profile shows somewhat overhanging edges [see Fig. 17(b) ]. This is due to the depth-dependent electron beam forward scattering. Such overhanging walls actually facilitate the liftoff procedure. The simulated ripples on top of the PMMA 950K layer are very well reproduced, indicating a good characterization of the different resists for low to medium electron doses. To judge the quality of the optimized resist profiles and the efficiency of the algorithm at finding good exposure patterns, an exposure pattern was also defined manually. A high central-electron dose for the gate-footprint definition and two lateral weaker doses for the gate-head definition were assigned. Using this pattern, T-gates were also fabricated that are presented in Fig. 18 . The examination of the T-gates shows that the gate footprint is well defined but that the flanks of the gate head are much rougher due to the lack of undercut that facilitates the liftoff process. Better profiles can be defined manually but they necessitate additional experimental trial-and-error steps that can be avoided when the optimization tool is used.
B. T-Gates With Asymmetric Recess
Aside from 100-nm T-gates for high-frequency applications, the goal is also to fabricate T-gates with an asymmetric recess for increased breakdown voltage. The objective is to establish a one-step EBL process, i.e., a process which requires a single exposure as is the case for the fabrication of 100-nm T-gates. The resist profile should have a large undercut on the drain side and a minimum undercut on the source side. Three trials using various resist stack combinations and optimized or manually defined scanning patterns were undertaken. The experimental parameters for these trials are summarized in Table III. The use of a resist stack with layers exclusively from the PMMA family, and with a single development step was investigated first. An optimized scanning pattern was used (sample A). Fig. 19 shows the developed resist profile in a PMMA resist stack. It demonstrates the feasibility of the fabrication of such profiles. Nevertheless, the asymmetry, i.e., the undercut on the drain side, that was reached was rather small: 100-150 nm on the drain side. However, this is not sufficient for the application, which needs undercuts up to 400 nm.
It was thus decided to resort to the use of mixed resist families, PMMA and PMGI (samples B and C), which can increase the resist-profile design flexibility due to the high development selectivity. To confirm the feasibility of fabricating T-gates with asymmetric recess using mixed resist families, the process was first modified by using two-step EBL (sample B). It consisted of applying, in a first step, the central electron dose to define the gate footprint, developing with MIBK : IPA and then with TEAH. In a second step, asymmetric lateral doses were applied and the resist was developed again with MIBK : IPA. Both scanning patterns were defined manually. As this procedure necessitated two exposure steps, it was rather time consuming and, as already mentioned, not suitable for standard fabrication. Fig. 20 shows the fabricated profiles. A very large undercut of over 400 nm can be fabricated with this technique while keeping a 200-nm gate footprint. (The deposition is anisotropic, which keeps the evaporated metal from flowing in the undercut.)
After the suitability of two-step lithography was demonstrated for the fabrication of T-gates with asymmetric recess using the PMMA and PMGI resist families, the optimization tool was used in conjunction with one-step EBL. The optimized resist profile can be seen in Fig. 21(a) and the fabricated structure is shown in Fig. 21(b) . There is a remarkable discrepancy (holes) between calculated and fabricated structures that can be explained in the following terms: the profile is calculated as a development front propagating inside the resist stack, with a velocity depending on the local solubility. The software, however, does not take resist heterogeneity into account. When one resist family is used, the heterogeneities are not relevant as all layers are developed by the same solvent. In the case of multiple resist families and solvents, however, these inhomogeneities can cause regions to get dissolved faster or slower than expected. For sample C, the first step (MIBK : IPA) develops the PMMA 50K and P(MMA/MAA) layers and stops at the PMGI layer. In case the development front proceeds too quickly in the first two layers, the PMGI resist is uncovered in areas where it should normally be protected by the P(MMA/MAA) layer. Therefore, the second development step (TEAH) can remove these unprotected regions [holes in Fig. 21(b) ]. This hypothesis is confirmed by the observation that the simulated resist-development front stops very close-10 nm-to the PMGI layer after the first 30-s MIBK : IPA development step (circles). The approach envisioned to solve this problem is to compute the fitness not only after the last development step but also to define several target profiles, i.e., one target for 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A GA-based simulation and optimization tool of EBL was developed. It is particularly attractive for its adaptability to new fabrication processes and materials. It necessitates only an accurate extraction of the parameters for the used physical models (solubility-dose curves, proximity effects) instead of tedious experimental trial-and-error procedures. This, in turn, can help shorten the response time to alterations of the EBL process.
The optimization and simulation tool was first developed with a SD algorithm. It turned out that the search space was too complex for the SD algorithm. Then, a breeder-type GA with real string encoding was implemented, with success. Several variations of the selection, crossover, mutation, reinsertion, and fitness evaluation operators were investigated. From these investigations, it turns out that several features are critical to improve the prediction capability of the algorithm: 1) a careful characterization and modeling of the physical phenomena involved is primordial; 2) a cautiously studied fitness function is essential in order to cope with the process tolerances associated with the fabrication of T-gates. This was achieved with a two-step evaluation of the fitness at the end of the development and 5 s before; and 3) the choice of a fitness scaling law that allows a large gradient for the better individuals assists the evolution. Of benefit also is the use of operators that introduce new schemes in the population while not rejecting the winning schemes. A SD/GA hybrid approach was implemented as evolution booster on pre-optimized solutions. The hybrid approach was not able to significantly improve the GA pre-optimized solutions.
Using optimized scanning patterns, 100-nm-footprint T-gates were successfully fabricated. As for the fabrication of an asymmetric gate recess with combined resist types, a two EBL steps process was demonstrated that yields large undercuts over 300 nm. A single-step EBL process was investigated and some difficulties arose due to the arduous task of taking into account process tolerances in heterogeneous resist systems.
